
WASHINGTON UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT
Steering Committee

Meeting Minutes
March 24, 2021

4:00 pm via Zoom

1. Welcome
a. Gina Uccelli welcomed everyone and introduced Andy Hogan to the committee

2. Breakout Rooms: Roses & Thorns
a. Roses: Being with the kids; Happy kids
b. Thorns: Independent work until 12:45 pm; Kids are less enthusiastic with Zoom

meetings

3. Review Updated CDC Guidance - Gina Uccelli reviewed the timeline for return of 7th and
8th grade students. She also reviewed the board meeting timeline. She also read the
CDPH Classroom Guidelines.

a. Implications for us
i. Is it feasible, practical, and reasonable?
ii. We have been back for four days. We’ve already run the protocol for

children who present symptoms. A child got sick and the class had to
relocate and the cleaning process was initiated.

iii. What is the safest way possible of bringing kids back?
b. Classroom Layouts - Andy Hogan

i. Andy Hogan shared a projection of what his classroom would look like at
3ft of distance between desks. He can fit 24 desks total.

ii. He shared what a 3rd grade classroom would look like. He can fit 30
desks wall to wall with no other furniture.

iii. He shared what a kindergarten classroom would look like. He could fit 26
desks in there. The desks would have to be compressed in an off
centered fashion with desks at either side facing sideways instead of
head on.

iv. All extra furniture would have to be removed.

4. Group Discussion: Questions/Concerns
a. JPluta asked what 4ft would look like
b. LBrigham asked how close she can get when the kids are in the stable group

versus the whole class. GUccelli reviewed that she would want to maintain 6ft of
distance to the greatest extent possible.

c. LBrigham: Is there no difference between K-5 and 6-12? Correct, there is no
difference.

d. SYoung: How does this affect the bus schedule and the different entrances?
GUccelli - Buses are something to consider because seats are not quite 3 ft long.
The other consideration is will our numbers shift again. Will parents want to send
their child at home learners. Classes are planned with one class at each grade
level remaining in distance learning. We could end up with more kids than we can
accommodate.



e. JKanter: Does going back full time outweigh the hurdles we face? GUccelli
clarified that the middle school has concurrent learning going on. The better
choice is to look at phasing in TK - 5th grade.

f. JPluta: Does that county anticipate us going to the yellow tier and does that
change guidelines? Maybe doing only one day with everyone back? Maybe older
kids can go M, W, Fri? GUccelli clarified that a year ago the yellow tier meant that
everyone went back to school. Now the CDPH guidelines and the reopening plan
determine reopening. Guidance does not change for schools.

g. MFerrari: We’d love to get all the kids back, but we’d like to have our second
shot. We are still learning protocols and working out the kinks with our small
groups. GUccelli: The kids are learning new behaviors that are critical to the
success of remaining open. How we manage the transition back this spring is
critical to our ability to reopen fully in the fall.

h. MFerrari: Maybe the last two weeks of school we could get all the kids back to
practice before we try it in the fall.

i. The team discussed ways to bring everyone back and different ideas.
ii. LBrigham: The last two weeks is testing. The last week would work, but

the week prior is a testing with CRTs
iii. AHogan: agreed with LBrigham
iv. GUccelli: One of our metrics is in yellow. April 7th is the expected Orange

Tier date.
v. AHogan: If we were to get to Yellow Tier, the stadiums are allowed 60%

capacity but there is no change for schools?
vi. GUccelli: For the bulk of our staff we will have full immunity by April 21st.

Any timelines should be after April 21st so that we are confident that the
adults in the room are as safe as possible.

vii. JKanter: There are so many things opening up. It could benefit the
younger kids to fully open. A phased in approach starting at the end of
April seems great.

viii. JPluta: Could we look at using the Monday to flip flop cohorts since there
is flexibility in our schedule having Mondays at home? One week A goes
3 days and the next group goes 3 days. Push the envelope by adding and
extra day at hybrid.

ix. MFerrari: Would that work with afternoon Zoom and collaboration?
x. JPluta: What’s the point of the afternoon Zoom? Is it required? GUccelli

clarified that the afternoon Zoom provides support to the at home
learners. WBrandt clarified that there is a requirement to have face to face
interaction with all students.

5. Recommendations for WUSD Board
a. GUccelli asked to have a Steering Committee representative at the board

meeting on 4/14/21.
i. LBrigham asked if we would ask the parents, again, given where we are

now. GUccelli explained that if it is opened back up again, then we could
upset our stable group numbers.

ii. LBleicher shared the learnings that have gone with reopening for staff and
children. The quality of smaller groups in person is beneficial to target
instruction.



iii. CEdeza shared that some children have already shifted teachers and the
manpower shortage the schools are currently facing.

iv. KAdams shared that she does not want to see the quality of what our kids
are getting now in the smaller setting. She is happy with the way things
are now.

v. AHogan gave the middle school teacher perspective.
vi. MFerrari wanted to clarify that everyone would still go home at lunch.
vii. BHoag shared she agrees with KAdams. There has been a lot of pivoting

this year. Why would change when we’ve worked so hard to get to this
place? Especially with a short amount of time left in the year.

viii. JKanter: 3ft with masks on is just as safe as 6ft. Is there a way to do little
things to try to be innovative?

ix. KLinforth: one piece of feedback that she has heard is that when teachers
or aides are having a morning checking in (touch point) is beneficial

x. AHogan: Perhaps Monday at some point could be a trial run for A and B
to come in at the same time.

xi. It seems that consensus is to stay the course, and re-evaluate in May for
ways to come back fully at the end of the year.

xii. Jennifer McVay and Megan Ferrari will represent the committee at the
4/14/21 WUSD Board Meeting.

xiii. LBrigham asked if there will be an open discussion at the meeting.
GUccelli clarified that the only discussion that will happen is among the
board. Parents can submit public comment.

End of Notes - CSE


